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The morphological evolution of galaxies 

Note that visually determined disks are a very small fraction at z > 2                           
                       Peculiar galaxies dominate the population 

For log M > 10 systems 
Mortlock, CC et al. (2015), Huertas-Company+15 

Do galaxies merge?   Lots of evidence 



Evolution of 2-components and changes with stellar mass  

Fewer 2 component galaxies at higher redshift 

Margalef-Bentabol, CC+16 



Mergers evolve as (1+z)1-3 to z = 3 

Conselice+09 Bluck+12 

Lotz+11 

Major mergers – measure with structure 

Limitations however 



REFINE (Redshift Evolution and 
Formation in Extragalactic Systems) 
 
A reanalysis of redshifts and stellar 
masses for the three IR deep fields: 
 
Ultra-VISTA: K = 23.4, 1.6 sq. degree 
UDS: K = 24.2, 0.77 sq. degree 
VIDEO: K = 22.5, 1 sq. degree 
GAMA: 144 sq. degree (nearby uni) 
 
 



Photometric Redshift and mass Distributions for Each Field 

Each z-phot has a PDF 

Mundy, CC+17, MN 470, 3507  



Find galaxy pairs 
using the P(z) 
values for each 
galaxy 

Mergers – though pair counts 



Pair Fractions from three 1 degree sq. deep imaging surveys  
         VIDEO, UDS, COSMOS and GAMA (for z ~ 0) 

Pair fraction evolution for log M > 11, < 30kpc, < ¼ mass ratio 

New Results 

Mundy, CC+17, MN 470, 3507  



Results show a merger rate which is lower than previous work 

Merger rates, harder to infer – need time-scales 

Gives ~1 major merger per galaxy at z < 3 

   Big Caveat  
 
We use the same  
time-scale at all 
redshifts. Shorter 
time-scales at higher 
z would give more 
mergers. 



The mass accretion rate due to major mergers 



Minor Merger Pair Fraction  - ratio > 1/10 



Comparison between the minor and major pairs 

Mundy, CC+18  



Mass accretion rate due to minor mergers 

About the same level as the mass accretion from major mergers 



Can compare with star formation history 

Madau & Dickinson 2014 

At z = 2 SFR Peak 
       SFR ~ 0.1 
Mergers ~ 0.005  
 
But mergers only for log 
M > 10, SF integrated 
over all masses 

Mergers occur, but how important are they? 



Ratio of SFR to mass accretion rate due to major mergers 

SFR more important at z > 0.5, equal at z ~0.5 



How much gas do we need beyond what mergers bring? 

The amount of mass accreted outside of mergers – a simple  
calculation of comparing in-situ gas and gas brought from mergers 
to the star formation rate.  SFR much higher than gas available! 
 

Stellar mass evolution 

Gas mass evolution 

Observed condition 

Amount of 
gas accreted 



Gas accretion rate history for massive systems over cosmic time 

Ownsworth,CC,+14 Decline due to galaxy quenching? 



What about at higher redshifts z > 3? 

Harder to do – mass function provides guidance 

Ken Duncan, CC+2014 



Frontier Field object MACS J0416.1-2403 
Fitting and subtracting the giant galaxies 

Rachana Bhatawdekar, CC+18 

Want to go deeper and to higher redshifts – Frontier Fields 







Preliminary results – mass function is very steep at highest redshifts 

Z=6,7,8,9 Mass functions – no obvious turn over and very steep 

Rachana Bhatawdekar, CC+18 



Galaxy total number density evolution 

Well fit by an exponentially declining merger rate 

Conselice+2016 



Directly measure the merger history out to z=6 through pairs 

Ken Duncan, CC +2018 

Appears to be slightly lower at high-z than at the peak at z~2 

(see also Conselice & Arnold 2009) 



Merger history out to z=15 – major implications for gravitational waves 
                    Mergers will produce low frequency grav. waves 

LISA – Most sensitive to  
supermassive black holes mergers 
at z > 3 – predict one a year at z>6 

Pulsar timing arrays can 
be used to measure the 
gravitational wave background 
due to mergers of SMBHs  
up to z = 3 



 In future can probe mergers 
with JWST and Euclid 

•  Probe the merger history up to z>6 with 
pairs of galaxies and structure 

•  Find the minor merger rate – a strong 
prediction of CDM, but unobserved at 
high-z 

•  Dynamical and BH evolution of galaxies 
– mergers produce size increases, 
induces AGN, star formation 



Selection of  JWST cluster lenses-probe the very earliest galaxies 

A. Griffiths+CC and  Webb Medium Deep Fields  JWST IDS GTO 

The Clio Cluster: JWST target for lensing 



Clio cluster– less Intracluster light – more typical environments 

Clio FORS2 imaging  



Clio Cluster VLT/MUSE spectroscopy 

Already finding 
several z > 5 galaxies 
with modest  
exposure times 



                                Summary 
1.   Galaxy formation and evolution are driven by mergers in part, but 
       their role is just being quantitatively revealed 
 
2.  There are major and minor mergers in galaxies up to z=3.   
      Not the dominant method for formation, but still important at the 
      25-50% level.  Could be higher if merger time-scale evolves. 
 
3.   Mergers are relatively more important for galaxy formation at  
       late times, whereby at early times star formation is a factor of  
       10 more important at z > 1.5 
 
4.  Can measure merger history at 3 < z < 6 – it  appears to be no higher  
       than at lower redshifts – important for LISA GW preparations  
 
5.  New JWST targets needed to probe the earliest galaxies to see 
       how they assemble and the role of mergers in this process 
 
 


